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The most successful New York City player in 1986 was Josh Parker, a young man who
recently abandoned the profession of law to join the small army of bridge experts
trading options on the American Stock Exchange.
By winning the Reisinger Knockout Team Championship, placing second in the Von
Zedtwitz Double Knockout Team Championship and the Big Apple Swiss Teams,
together with high finishes in several other events, Parker won two titles: New York
Player of the Year and New York Team Player of the Year.
In the diagramed deal played at the Cavendish Club, Parker overcame a bad trump
break in his four-spade contract. The cue bid of four diamonds was a strong raise to
four spades, and South rejected the slam invitation.
West took two diamond winners and shifted to a trump. South took dummy's three
winners, leaving the jack at large. He then led four rounds of clubs, and East refused
to ruﬀ. The position was now this:
--- Diagram not included --The routine play of taking a heart finesse would have failed. But Parker saw a way
to give himself an extra chance. East had played high-low in diamonds, indicating
a doubleton, so the distribution was clear: East had to have three hearts together
with the spade jack.
East was therefore given the lead with a trump and was forced to lead hearts. This
preserved the normal finesse of the jack, but also provided for the actual layout. East
led the ten, covered around the table by the jack, queen and king. Then the eight was
finessed to make the game. If East had instead led the seven, South would have
played the eight.
Yesterday's bridge column erroneously credited a line from ''Promises, Promises'' to
Burt Bacharach. The lyricist was Hal David, with music by Mr. Bacharach.

